**Clear panels and furnishings shown for display only - actual panels will be black to ensure privacy. Furniture & accessory rental is available through Freeman online, www.freemanco.com.**

Take advantage of this exclusive opportunity to secure exhibitor meeting space at the Convention Center. Exhibiting companies may rent a 10x20 space at a cost of $7,600.00 for use during exhibit hall hours. Meeting suites are conveniently located on the exhibit hall floor and are customizable allowing for maximum flexibility to host Exhibitor Meetings and Staff Lounges. Meeting space may not be used for promotional purposes or subleased. All persons accessing the suites must be badged appropriately. Do not schedule meetings with non-exhibitors (blue, yellow, purple, beige, or green badges) before or after the exhibit hall opens. They will not be permitted on the show floor.

Suites are not available on a daily rental basis. Meeting suites are allocated on a first come, first served, basis.

Exhibitor agrees to abide by all the rules and regulations governing exhibitors set forth in the Technical Exhibit Prospectus which is incorporated herein and made a part of the expo meeting suite contract and to all conditions which govern exhibit space in the Boston Convention &amp; Exhibition Center that is leased to the American Academy of Dermatology.

8' high hard wall with standard black panels and door, one identification sign with company name, carpet, and one electrical outlet

Amount: $7,600.00; Full payment is due within 10 days of receipt of invoice.

A refund minus a 25% cancellation fee is available until December 7, 2022.

No refunds available after January 18, 2023.